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Recently, the digital archive technology of historical materials enables us to use precious 

historical materials on computers easily. With this situation, advanced studies such as the highly-

intelligent applications using historical materials and unique exhibits with the latest technologies, 

such as computer graphics and virtual reality, are actively conducted. This research focuses on the 

digital data of Kosode Byobu. Kosode Byobu is a historical material in which the real Kosode 

(Japanese clothes) is pasted up on Byobu. The various patterns in Kosode are one of the reasons for 

visitors’ interests. Therefore, if we realize a method for easily generating the user’s original pattern 

images based on the existing patterns in Kosode Byobu, it would lead to a new Kosode Byobu 

display system using digital data. Because of this situation, this research attempts to construct a 

method that automatically generates a new pattern image from existing ones in Kosode Byobu 

selected by a user. Since our target users are the public visitors to the museum, a complicated 

operation, such as image editing, should not be included in the pattern generation procedure. In 

this research, based on image editing and texture synthesis technologies, we develop a method that 

automatically generates a new pattern image with pattern image features in Kosode Byobu as 

selected by a user. In the proposed method, the user is only required to select several images to be 

synthesized. The proposed method consists of following three steps: (1) make the background 

fabric image, (2) paste the patterns into the background fabric image using Poisson image editing, 

and (3) generate the synthetic pattern image by texture synthesis. Furthermore, we conduct an 

experiment in which the subjects create a similar pattern image with the one generated by the 

proposed method using image-editing software. The experimental result showed that the proposed 

method could generate the pattern images in a shorter time without depending on the number of 

input images, compared to the case in which the subjects manually create the synthetic image.
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